
Mitchell Connect, a collaborative workflow solution, simplifies communication between carriers 
and repair facilities and also manages day-to-day tasks and jobs. 

“The Mitchell Connect communication platform is, by far, best product they 

have come out with yet. Its intuitive interface provides the average end user 

with a prediction workflow, simplifying the process of communicating with 

our business partners.”

  —Rick Rehm IT & Compliance Manager  
 Mike Rose’s Auto Body Concord, CA
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To learn more, call 1.800.238.9111  
or visit mitchell.com.  

One Connection.
Simply Better.



Mitchell Connect is designed with multiple end-users in mind, whether it’s for repair facilities, staff  
appraisers, or independent appraisers. This collaborative platform makes communicating with business  
partners easy through its knowledge sharing and messaging features. 

Equipped with functionalities specifically built for each user role, whether you’re inputting vehicle information in  
a repair facility, looking up the next assignment on the road, or drafting an estimate from your desktop, Mitchell 
Connect helps simplify your day-to-day tasks. 

FEATURES: 

User-Centric Design  Simple and sleek, Mitchell Connect’s intuitive layout allows users to view key  
  information from vehicle information to attachments, estimates, and more on  
  one simple dashboard!

Seamless Photo Sharing Upload images of the damaged vehicle through a smartphone or any internet  
 connected device and document repair photos all in one organized and easily  
 accessible location. 

Easy Access to Estimating Solutions  Mitchell Connect integrates with various industry-leading estimating systems  
  such as Mitchell Cloud Estimating. Giving you a shortcut to quickly launch your  
  estimating platform. 

Workflow Efficiency   Help your users stay updated with Mitchell Connect. Get instant email notifications  
  when there is a new assignment or if there is an important update to the job made  
  by the insurance carrier. With instant notifications and messaging means shorter  
  cycle times and efficiency.

Repair Status Update  Set repair status updates throughout the repair process to help insurance carriers  
  keep track of repair progress and cycle time. 

Running a collision repair facility is more than just 
keeping your customers happy, it’s also providing 
proper and safe repairs along with working closely 
with business partners like insurance carriers. 
Mitchell Connect can help organize your day-to-
day tasks along with simplify your communication 
process with business partners. 

Repair Facilities

Track Repair History

Need a refresh of a previous repair? Repair  

records and important events are saved in  

the Activity Log allowing your technicians  

to access them anytime. 

Communicate with Business Partners

 From sending completed estimates to messaging 

your insurance carriers, Mitchell Connect is your 

one stop communication platform. 

Document Repairs

With Mitchell Connect’s photo sharing  

functionality your technicians can now  

upload photos and supporting documentation  

of the repair through a phone or tablet  

in one easy-to-find location. 

Stay Connected from Anywhere 
On Any Device

Having a consolidated platform to communicate 
and collaborate with repair facilities both inside 
and outside of your direct repair network, staff, 
and independent appraisers is key to maintaining  
a consistent workflow. 

Insurance Carriers

Appraise from Anywhere

Add photos, review or edit claim information to 

any estimate directly from Mitchell Connect. When 

paired with Mitchell Cloud Estimating, you can 

even scan and decode VIN directly from your iPad.

Simplify Communications

 Mitchell Connect’s claim journal feature enables 

private and public notes and conversations 

between IAs and repair facilities.

Access Assignments on the Go

Appraisers on the road will be able to access 

and manage their assignments on their tablet 

or mobile device no matter where they are. 

Seamlessly Integrate with WorkCenter

Not only can you easily access your estimating 

system from Mitchell Connect, you can also send 

completed estimates to WorkCenter.


